Primitive neuroectodermal tumors of bone and soft tissue: histological subclassification and clinicopathologic correlations.
Recent reports of Ewing's sarcoma (EW) and extraskeletal Ewing's sarcoma (EEW) support the hypothesis that these tumors are neuroectodermal in origin. Primitive neuroectodermal tumors (PNET) of bone (32 cases) and soft tissue (25 cases) including those previously categorized as EW in 27 cases and EEW in 15 cases were carefully studied histologically, immunocytochemically and morphometrically, focusing on tumor cell differentiation. This study attempts to subclassify these tumors on the basis of the size of tumor cells and nuclei, their variations (uniformity or diversity), arrangement of tumor cells (rosette or non-rosette), focal differentiation to larger ganglion-like cells, and staining intensity for neural markers. All tumors were histologically subclassified as small, medium or large cell types, three basic subtypes (rosette type, abortive rosette type, non-rosette type) and four complementary subtypes (fibrillary type, non-fibrillary type, angiomatoid type, ganglion cell type). Classic EW or EEW is consistent with small or medium, non-rosette, non-fibrillary type tumors, previously described large cell EW with large, non-rosette, fibrillary or non-fibrillary type tumors, and classic neuroectodermal tumor with small or medium, rosette, fibrillary type tumors, according to the present subclassification. Clinicopathologic correlations with the different subtypes are discussed. Long-term survival, more than 5 years, was seen in patients with small cell type, and those younger than 14 years of age.